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Theoretical Background
• Indices [slowing, speeding, increasing or reducing errors in congruent or incongruent

blocks; Combined Task Slowing (CTS); Ratio 150-10000] allegedly detect faking in IATs
(Agosta et al., 2011; Cvencek et al., 2010; Röhner et al., 2013)

Faking Strategies and Faking Indices

Shortcomings and Open Questions
• Studies are inconclusive and statistically underpowered
• Results’ stability, indices’ unique predictivity, and variations in computing faking success

are unexplored

Hypotheses
1) Faking detection in faking low and in faking high conditions would differ with respect to the
faking indices. Faking low is shown by Slow_Co, IncErr_Co, and CTS. Faking high scores is
shown by Accel_Co. However, given the low power of previous research, we surmised that
findings from a highly powered test may provide somewhat different results, especially
concerning faking high (faking effects are typically smaller for faking high; e.g., Röhner et al., 2011).

2) Not all strategies that are implemented by fakers are successful. The results for faking low
need to be replicated. We expect the following: Slow_Co and CTS should be more strongly
related to faking success than to repeated measurement effects. For faking high: Slow_In
and CTS would be positively related to faking success, whereas IncErr_In would not.
Slow_In and CTS should be more positively related to faking success than to effects of
repeated measurement.

3) Faking indices would show stability: Faking indices that correctly classified whether
participants belong to the faking group or to the control group in the overall data set would
also correctly classify whether participants belong to the faking group or to the control group
in subsamples (and vice versa).

4) Increasing errors on the congruent block and on the incongruent block will have the most
impact on faking detection, including unsuccessful faking attempts (Röhner et al., 2013). We expect
the other indices to have only small or even a negative impact on faking detection (Röhner et al.,

2013).
• Apparently, fakers use goal-dependent strategies which are not necessarily successful
• To detect faking, we recommend combining indices and considering the context
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Participants and Data Sets
• Three data sets with extraversion IATs
• Final sample: 750 participants (258 faking low,

245 control, 247 faking high; 576 women, 173
men, 1 no response; 744 students); average
age of 22.05 years (SD = 4.07)

Procedure
• Participants took part in exchange for feedback

and/or partial credit
• In all studies, participants completed the

extraversion IAT twice
• On the first occasion (i.e., baseline),

participants completed the IAT under standard
instructions

• On the second occasion, participants were
randomly assigned to one of three conditions
(i.e., control, faking high scores, or faking low
scores)

Participants in the control condition again
responded under standard instructions on the
IAT

Fakers were asked to fake either high scores
or low scores on the IAT according to a
personnel selection scenario

Extraversion-IAT (Back et al., 2009)

• Self-relevant words (e.g., I, self) and non-self-
relevant words (e.g., they, yours); extraversion-
related words (e.g., talkative, active) and
introversion-related words (e.g., shy, passive)

Faking Strategies and Faking Indices
• Computed as described in Table 1

Analytical Strategy
• ANOVA with repeated measures on the

extraversion IAT D scores as a manipulation
check to investigate whether participants in the
faking groups were able to fake the IAT (was
successful)

• ROC curve analyses to evaluate how well each
of the strategies predicted whether participants
belonged to the control group or a faking group

• Correlation analyses to evaluate how strategies
were related to faking success

• Fisher’s z test (Fisher, 1950) to compare the
correlations in the faking groups to those in the
control group

• Multiple logistic regression analyses to
investigate the unique contribution of each
faking index in predicting whether participants
belonged to the control group or a faking group
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Results in a Nutshell
1) Fakers use different faking strategies when faking low scores than when faking high scores
2) Not all faking indices are successful at levels above chance
3) Results are stable with respect to subsamples
4) Increasing errors impacts faking detection most strongly
5) Not all behaviors that revealed faking were successful in changing IAT effects as desired
6) Not all behaviors that were successful in changing IAT effects as desired revealed faking

Table 1 Faking strategies and indices. The content of this table is reprinted with permission from the publisher of Röhner et al. (2013) (https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jrp.2013.02.009) under 
the CC-BY license (license number 5396380248068). Headers were amended according to this publication’s content.
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